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'These powerful heart-rending stories are filled with honesty, humor, wish and provide
inspiration to parents, teachers, and anyone else who cares for children with particular needs.,
Founder of International Center of Attitudinal Healing, Sausalito , California Raising a kid with
special needs is a lifelong dedication that is as unique mainly because each individual who
embarks onto it. Most significant, through these stories, you'll be guided with the wisdom of
fellow parents, caregivers, and the ones with special needs to help you end up being the very
best mother or father or caregiver you may be. These stories provide insight, comfort, and
connection with other people who possess walked this powerful and transformational trip. By
embracing the magnificence, internal peace, and beauty each child possess, our own attitudes
are shifted from despair to guarantee. Written by a variety of authors who talk about in this
distinctive romantic relationship, Poultry Soup for the Soul Kids with Special Needs offers a
glimpse into the lives of other people who are on a similar route.D. The authors of these candid
tales relate their own encounters of adjusting, reaching out, and flourishing and talk about their
universal worries, their tears, and the laughter that include this extraordinary romantic
relationship.' —Gerold G Jampolsky, M.
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Touching and Inspiring Story I got this publication for my most effective friend who is a
particular education teacher and after I received it, I skimmed through some of it and became
enthralled in reading it. I love to pull it out when I'm having a down day time and it often
brightens my feeling. There is indeed much pleasure in the little stuff that become big stuff. This
is a wonderful book! So sweet Very sweet little book. This book is indeed encouraging and offers
just the right thing at just the proper time, it appears. Definitely an excellent buy for special ed
teachers, parents with unique needs kids, any sort of therapist, or just anyone who loves kids
generally. Very moving and some are quite funny/sweet. We're all studying to become speech
paths, therefore i thought this was actually fitting. She enjoyed it, and I totally wish a duplicate
for myself now! Inspirational Wonderful book! I love that the start starts with the tale Welcome
to Holland. I have a daughter with unique requirements and reading Welcome to Holland
expresses what having a child with special needs can be like. experts. This book also displays
the joy of having a special child. they aren't.. It will inspire you. To any one who knows
somebody,is friends with somebody,loves somebody or cares for someone with special needs
you'll be motivated and touched reading the wonderful stories.. I have a child with Septo Optic
Dysplasia and sometimes you feel overwhelmed, by itself, sad, mad, frustrated, happy, fearful
the set of emotions goes on and on! This book produced me laugh and cry. Very interesting and
helpful. You could be getting the worst time and a smile from her will turn you around. I
thoroughly enjoyed their stories. This is a great book, that help us to raised understand the kids
wih disabilities, and their parents journey of love. I had always wondered if our names were
included by the end; You can't help but smile back again. As the parent of a special needs child
& Children, family members, educators, and assorted care-givers with intriguing, refreshing
insights into amazing circumstances make this book another winner. A feel-good overview of
life with somebody who has special needs The tales in this reserve reminded me of so many
people that I've known in my own years of helping people with developmental disabilities.
There is absolutely no pity here. As somebody without firsthand experiences with special needs
children, I was very moved and inspired. These are the people who don't allow their disabilities
define them, and who don't let their diagnoses limit them. Another publication I would suggest
is Increasing the spirited Child. So encouraging! I purchased this as a key santa gift for a pal. The
stories were so inspirational and offered a glimpse in to the world of kids with special needs and
their families and also provides desire to them and enables them know there are certainly
others who deal with the same problems and celebrations. It can have some of the same stories
as "A PARTICULAR Sort of Love," so that was sort of repetitive. Warm and Uplifting A warm and
genuine compilation of inspiring stories from people with walked the walk. educator of
particular needs children, I came across the essays honest.. The stories in this publication show
the effectiveness of those with disabilities and their friends and family.The Bubel/Aiken
Foundation receives a share of the arises from this book~what's never to like? Five Stars none
Five Stars great Great stories. In addition, it made me feel like it's okay to feel sad sometimes
and that all parents with special needs children go through this. Five Stars heartwarming tales
for parents and teachers of the special children Amazing!sure to bring a smile to anyone who has
worked with children with disabilities, and a tear to those who are just starting on this trip. Keep
up the nice work. This is an excellent book, that help us to better understand the ..I would
suggest this to anyone who has a child with special needs no real matter what the age. Another
category out of this familiar, well-loved series In all honesty, I ordered this book because I was
an invited reviewer when the stories were being selected. As the mother or father of a special
needs child & educator .. Love this reserve! That's Alright, though - the publication targets a



diverse target audience with its typical tales of humor, like, courage, sadness, and victory.. They
accurately relayed the feelings of parents & My girl is such a beautiful blessing to your family
and an area of sunshine to all who meet her.
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